Welcome to Issue 1 of the Photo Insights Magazine

Dartford & District Photographic Society

INTRODUCTION

We hope you like the idea of introducing a Newsletter / Magazine for the Dartford & District
Photographic Society. We have given the title of “PHOTO INSIGHTS” to the new publication
and we aim to produce several publications between now and August 2019. This new venture
is for the benefit for all that are interested in photography.
We aim to include a variety of articles covering hints / tips, photography techniques, personal
photography experiences current or future projects which hopefully will be inspiring and
creative.
We hope you will all take an interest in contributing articles, photographic story telling, and
anything else of a photographic interest.
This publication will be available as a download .PDF on the D&DPS website..
All copy can be given to Tom or Stuart by hand or email
Tom:- tomphotofx@aol.com
Stuart:- stuartsphotos@btconnect.com

This magazine is produced by Tom and Stuart
Burns for everyone that loves photography,
from the beginner to the professional, from the
young to the old. We would like to share our
knowledge with you and for you to share your
knowledge with us.
Our Journey started back in the 1960's when our
dad who was a keen photographer bought us a
camera each for Christmas, after approximately
50 years on our memories fail us for the makes,
but I do remember that my [Stuart] one had a
cube flash that rotated when you turned the film
advanced which I think was a cassette but Toms
camera [Tom being older] was a film, and in
those days the settings were sun, clouds, shade,
and flash, how things have changed today.
White balance what was that all about, ASA in
those days for a 12 year old was totally over my

head but having an older brother that
understood these things was a like having my
very own tutor. Over the years we progressed
to the Russian Zenit, Yashica, Polaroid SX70,
Contax, and Olympus, and then the digital age
came along and it all started again with Kodak,
Canon, Olympus, and for myself a change from
Canon to the very latest Panasonic micro 4/3
system which also share’s the same lens mount
as the Olympus OMD-EMI which is the camera
that Tom uses in the main. The days of the
darkroom that we used have long gone; I mean
who remembers cibachrome prints, tilting the
base board to correct the verticals. But that has
now all gone and Digital is where we are now,
and where we can lead you in the path of this
new age, the digital age is just the beginning.
This publication we hope will give you hints and
tips from the point of shoot to the printed image.

Start A Project
When I take a photo I don’t always want to
present the image in the way it was first seen,
I try to see if its possible to present the final
result that people see as a progression in
development that bears little resemblance to
the original image captured. Here is an
The Original

I usually boost the image contrast and intensify
the colours within the photos overall, then work
locally to add texture and tone to the image until
I’m happy with the result. I use a variety of tools
in the Photoshop Toolkit which are usually the
cloning and healing brushes as well as the
smudge and paint brushes as well as changing
the blending mode of the brush using a different
layer and layer masks for each progression.
Once I’m happy I’ll then take the image to the
next stage which in this case I wanted to present
the images that bore a resemblance to stained
glass windows which is where I coined my
affection title of “Organic Stain Glass

example of a garden chair photographed in a
Surrey Sculpture Garden called, “The Pride
of the Valley Sculpture Park”, this had huge
potential for image manipulation and using
my usual mantra of, It’s not what you see, its
the way that you see it.
Developed using brush work and

Windows” because the source was made up
from vegetation, wood and foliage.
It’s always best to set plenty of time aside for
projects like this as it can be quite time
consuming as the concept develops. Well I set
a whole weekend to produce a small number of
pleasing images that all originated from one
image, that number now exceeds more than 400
images that are 16 inches by 16 inches. Up to
now of many have been printed on Hahnemuhle
Canvas media and they look amazing. I also
have a project in progress that incorporates an
Audio Visual presentation.

Protecting Vulnerable Highlights

MEMBERS GALLERY
The members are invited to submit between 1 - 3 images
either black and white or colour for publication in our new
Magazine to give everybody the opportunity to show their
current work. The format should be sRGB JPEG 1024 x 768

I see so many photographers looking at the
histogram to see if the graph is spiking on
the right-side of the screen if it is spiking
on the right this means that blown out
highlights in other words over exposure and
not intentional
Once the highlights are blown you can’t
bring back the detail that has been lost, In
camera raw you can use the recovery slider
but what this does is to introduce a greyish
tone [i.e. density] but this is not detail.
Digital sensors are not so sophisticated as
our eyes / brain combination our eyes can
see tone and texture in the whitest of
subjects -snow white feathers, how many
times have you picked up your camera when
it has snowed and the images that you have
just taken when you go to look at them show
just all white and no detail. It will not matter

what metering mode you are in Matrix,
evaluative, centre weighed or spot or Aperture
priority, manual or Program the detail will be
lost.
So my solution is very simple I habitually
underexpose my images by 1/3 or 2/3 F/stops,
when I take images in a very bright sunlight
country like Africa I set my camera to a
normal exposure take some images, look at
the histogram and then I start to use the
exposure compensation and I dial in -1/3 or
2/3 as a starting point if I go out for a day in
Africa with some people on holiday and in the
evening they see my images they wonder why
there ones look too bright

A Tom Burns Composite

The two photos of the lion cub the one on the
left is underexposed by 2/3 F/stop and has
retained all the highlights the one on the right
has lost detail in the light areas.

Editors Tom Burns ARPS & Stuart Burns LRPS

